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GEORGE SOROS CASTS A LONG SHADOW ACROSS CANADA!

You could be a roughneck 100 kms outside of Fort McMurray, a
Wet’suwet’en Nation member employed by Coastal GasLink, or even a
backbench Liberal MP representing your Maritime constituents – and in all
cases the forces that are driving Canadian policy decisions and impacting
your life are obscured to you.

What is unknown to many is the influence of billionaire GEORGE SOROS.

For a man who casts such a long shadow across our country, most
Canadians are stumbling forward without any true sense of what the Soros
world vision means for the future of Canada.

George Soros’ “philanthropic” agency, the Open Society Foundations
(OSF), funds hundreds of millions of dollars annually to advance a globalist
agenda and the specter of a One World Government governed by the
United Nations (U.N.). For the past 20 years, Canada has been pulled into the
Soros vortex with the infiltration of OSF-funded lobby organizations and
with his own recalibration of the Liberal Party of Canada. Since the election
of the Liberals in 2015, the country has become an unfolding post-national
experiment.

Ostensibly, Soros took control of Canadian policy with the electoral victory
of the Liberals. It is well documented in the research of the Canada Decides

Report to Elections Canada as well as investigative journalist Vivian Krause
Click here that the 2015 election campaign is a textbook example of foreign
influence on election results.

For Soros, defeating Stephen Harper was held out as an important pivot.
Soros facilitated exchanges between U.S. Democratic backroom operatives
and the Liberal Party campaign team and he channeled OSF funds into
Tides Canada, an off-shoot to Soros’ left-of centre American Tides
Foundation. With Tides Canada financial support, organizations Leadnow
and Dogwood spent millions of dollars and mobilized thousands of campaign
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and Dogwood spent millions of dollars and mobilized thousands of campaign
workers to defeat Harper’s Conservatives in a total of 40 ridings.

Ensconced in Ottawa with a majority four-year mandate, the Trudeau
Government began to systematically transform the country’s economic and
societal fortunes into a Soros phantasm.

Central to the Liberal Government’s agenda has been an unwavering
commitment to global environmentalism and the reduction of carbon
emissions. In its first budget, the Government introduced a punitive carbon
tax (and a schedule to increase it) to attempt to meet a Paris Accord target
by which Canadians will reduce global carbon emissions by less than half of
one percent. Fast forward to today and Canadians are about to learn the
second part of the Liberals’ environmental agenda: subsidizing green
industry projects. Gerald Butts was the architect of the Ontario Green Energy
Program and now he is masterminding a national “Building Back Better”
campaign to introduce government sponsored green programs, worth billions
of tax-payers’ dollars. Butts’ green initiative is reportedly to deliver the post-
coronavirus Canadian economy away from our rich, fossil fuel resources.

An anti-oil lobby has always been the core mission of the OFS-funded
environmental causes. From the American lobbyists’ first meetings in 2008
when they devised the “Tarsands Campaign”, the environmental lobby has
been relentless in smearing the reputation of the Canadian oil and gas
industries. In a number of her articles, Krause surmises that 10 years and a
half-billion dollar misinformation campaign on the Alberta oil sector has
effectively turned many Canadians against the development of our
country’s energy resources.

Playing off this public opinion campaign, the Trudeau Government
kneecapped the Canadian oil and gas industry by introducing debilitating
legislation - Bill C-69 banning future pipelines and Bill C-48 banning
Canadian oil bearing tankers on the West coast. Together, foreign lobbyists
and the Trudeau Government have landlocked western Canadian oil and
gas and prevented it from reaching international markets. Given that Canadian
oil and gas exports accounted for more than $112 billion or 19 percent of
Canada’s total export revenue last year, this policy direction is nothing less
than sabotaging the country’s economy.



As an aside, Canada’s financial standing has been directly impacted by the
Trudeau Government’s unbridled spending and its year-over-year deficit
financing. Since 2015, this Government added approximately $80 billion to
Canada’s debt load. And now, with the splurge of coronavirus spending,
Canadians have taken on another $343 billion of debt this year. This
mountain of new debt will require financing by international bankers – and
billionaires like George Soros are sure to capitalize on our indebted
Nation.

Nowhere is Soros’ direct influence on Canadian policies more evident than in
the Trudeau Government’s promotion of U.N. priorities, particularly the
concept of “open borders”. Early in the Liberals’ mandate, they announced
Canada had entered into a partnership with the U.N. and with George Soros
to implement refugee sponsorship programs around the world. The Trudeau
Government had introduced a new private refugee sponsorship program in
2016 and Soros looked for the program to be introduced into other countries.
The U.N. program would expand private sponsorship criteria, encourage
greater resettlement efforts for migrants, and advocate for refugee protection
measures. The point person for Canada on this global initiative: Gerald
Butts.

Since 2015, Canada has consistently been a champion of U.N. initiatives.
Recall the celebrated tweet by PM Trudeau that Canada would welcome
refugees crossing the United States border, stating that our country has
open borders for all who wish to live here. Further to this, the Liberals have
produced new immigration thresholds that align with U.N.-promoted targets
and promise to bring in more than a million new Canadians in less than
three years. They have also pushed forward the approval of the U.N.
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which was presented as
legally non-binding for our country, yet today is being employed in Canadian
courts. This Liberal Government has been a cheerleader of the U.N.’s climate
change agenda and, recently, a staunch defender of the World Health
Organization’s response to the coronavirus pandemic.

Remarkably, in five short years the Trudeau Government has changed the
character of the country – and their efforts have been ferried along with the
affluence of George Soros. At the forefront of Canada’s march towards a post-
national state are Soros’ disciples: Butts, Trudeau, Freeland, Carney,



national state are Soros’ disciples: Butts, Trudeau, Freeland, Carney,
McKenna, Guilbeault, etc. Canadians are now coming to recognize our
worrisome situation: bankrupt finances with limiting means to generate new
wealth, and laws and regulations that are increasingly adherent to U.N.
agencies, their mandates and policies.

On August 12, Canadians have the opportunity to reflect on the man who is
largely responsible for our new status in the world. George Soros turns 90
that day and his accomplishments around the world will undoubtedly be feted.
His success is a testament to his life’s influences: to his childhood experiences
and his father who taught him that the end justifies the means; to his mentor
Maurice Strong who coveted global control through the U.N.; to his tens of
billions of dollars that have been used to bankroll a globalist agenda and
undermine Nations’ sovereignty; and, finally, to his ego and sense of “moral”
righteousness in all world affairs.

On his birthday, Canadians will hear much about George Soros.

What will be most telling is who among us will still be singing and clapping
after the smoke from the candles has cleared.

Author: Chris George 
The Niagara Independent 
Click here

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: Re: Action Alberta #138 - Great email, but I hope we can
get a PC federal Government that has some understanding of the west and
keep Canada together. That’s the purpose of my drive with Click here

2. From a Reader: Re: Action Alberta #138 - This letter is excellent in just
telling it like it is. I, too, am disappointed in Premier Kenney. He is playing the
game he learned to play in Ottawa. He is not looking after Alberta’s best
interests and I thank WEXIT Leader Mr. Jay Hill for stepping up to do just that.
Unfortunately, Premier Kenney appears to have that dated, old school thinking
of “family’s family” where people put up with disrespectful, unfair, demeaning,
undermining behaviour and stay in dysfunctional and demoralizing
environments using the excuse of “well, we’re family and we need to sick
together”. That story might have stuck in 1955 but it doesn’t hang together
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together”. That story might have stuck in 1955 but it doesn’t hang together
today. Let’s move on, get the job done, obtain what Quebec has and become a
positive international force to be reckoned with. It’s time! It truly is time! Having
watched the WE stupidity, I found myself screaming at the TV and saying many
bad words. It’s becoming a health hazard for me to listen to JT and his clan.

3. From a Reader: We exit needs to be a cause not a name. Come up with the
name of the future republic so people can imagine This is crucial in my opinion.
Forge a tie with the Brits who already have armed forces here, not the
Americans who are headed for civil war. The new country could disband public
service unions and make everyone actually work. Money going to east would
give us best health care services as long as immigration was controlled and
based on skills. Privatized medical could be the second tier of services.
Goodbye to RCMP who are a shell of former. New force could expect
members from current military to apply. Create environment to attract financial
companies to offset oil as primary source as per Switzerland for example. Push
the agricultural advantages so that the brand is acknowledged worldwide for
best in class. The potential here is enormous for a new country.

4. From a Reader: Jay Hill and Rob Anderson by virtue of their past political
records do give more credibility to the WEXIT movement. It appears to me that
the demand for changes in this country must be for a whole new 
constitutional arrangement, the overall design must be on the table. No other
way will work. An incremental approach would really mean “no changes” for
that has been the past experience.

5. From a Reader: Thank you to Rob Anderson and Jay Hill for carrying the
WEXIT flag. I have been a conservative supporter my whole life. I have made
monetary contributions to both the provincial conservatives and federal
conservative for many, many years. BUT NOT THIS YEAR – I have become
cynical of all politicians and I am frustrated with Premier Kenney at the
provincial level and I have given up on any chance of the Conservatives
forming a federal government (what kind of democracy gives an avowed
separatist party the balance of power?). If it works for Quebec, why not
Alberta? I am now a staunch separatist and believe that the sooner we part
ways with this dysfunctional federation, the better off we will be.

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the



In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. ECOJUSTICE FILES INJUNCTION TO STOP ALBERTA INQUIRY INTO
FOREIGN-FUNDED ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS Click here

2. CORBELLA: TRUDEAU'S 'WE' SCANDAL TESTIMONY LEAVES HIM
BATTERED AND BRUISED Click here

3. FRONTIER CENTRE FOR PUBLIC POLICY: THE TIDES FOUNDATION
WASHES OVER CANADA Click here

4. CONRAD BLACK: THE TORIES SHOULD STAND FIRM AGAINST ECO-
ALARMISTS Click here

5. REX MURPHY: FORGET 'PUSHING BACK'. TRUDEAU COULD HAVE
SQUASHED THE WE DEAL Click here

ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current
Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C. 
Calgary, Alberta 
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson 
Calgary, Alberta 
kenfwilson@icloud.com
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kenfwilson@icloud.com

Rick Shannon 
Calgary, Alberta

Neil Bowker 
Edmonton, Alberta

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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